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bDepartment of Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Van Yuzuncu Yıl University, Van 65080, Turkey

Abstract

With a strong expansion of transportation electrification, electric vehicle charging systems are becoming very important
part of the electrified powertrain. This paper proposes a sliding mode based adaptive linear neuron (ADALINE)-
proportional resonant (PR) control solution to enhance performance of Vienna rectifier (VR), an AC-DC converter,
as a charger for series-linked battery packs of electric vehicles (EVs) operating under unbalanced and distorted grid
conditions. A sliding-mode control (SMC) has been utilized for the fast and robust regulation of DC-link voltage while
ADALINE-PR control is proposed to regulate the source current errors through the real-time adaptation of the controller
gains. Another contribution of this paper is to derive reference current signals without complex positive and negative
sequences component separation, coordinate transformation and phase-locked loop. Besides, constant and pure battery
current during charging/discharging is achieved in contrast to the previous studies. The proposed control algorithm
achieves superior dynamic and steady-state performances and eliminate harmonics of source currents and ripples in
active power, DC-link voltage and battery current compared to the existing studies. The proposed method has been
implemented in a digital signal processor (DSP) TMS320F28335 within a processor in the loop (PIL) quasi-real-time
setting. Extensive comparative results demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed control algorithm.

Keywords: Vienna Rectifier, EV Charging, Sliding Mode Control, Proportional Resonant Control, ADALINE,
Harmonics

1. Introduction

Renewable energy sources can contribute significantly
towards decarbonization of the energy production. This
has motivated many researchers to focus on improving the
performance of renewable energy systems such as solar,
wind, geothermal etc. For recent developments in per-
formance improvement of solar cells, interested readers
may consult [1–5]. In addition to energy production de-
carbonization, energy consumption also needs to be de-
carbonized [6–8]. Transportation sector produces a sig-
nificant portion of the global carbon emission. Electric
vehicles (EVs) are going to play a key role in transport de-
carbonization, which is essential to ensure net-zero carbon
emission by 2050. Large-scale adoption of EVs will re-
quire significant investment in the charging infrastructure
development. However, the existing distribution networks
are not developed by taking into account the large-scale
deployment of charging infrastructures. As such, integrat-
ing charging stations into distribution networks can re-
sult in voltage profile degradation, harmonic distortions,
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and an increase in peak load [9–12]. In addition, power
flow between energy storage and the grid through vehicle-
to-home/-building (V2H/B), bidirectional vehicle-to-grid
(V2G) and unidirectional controlled charging (V1G) etc.
can lead to current distortions in the utility grid. Effective
integration of EVs into the power network can be carried
out through appropriately controlled grid-interfaced power
electronic converter-based charging stations or charger, which
performs a central role in the V2G, grid-to-vehicles (G2V)
operations, and integration of the renewable energy into
the smart-grid. In this context, any control strategy for
EV charger should have the capability to substantially re-
duce the ripples in the DC-voltage and current, keep the
harmonic distortion at an acceptable level and improve the
power quality at the AC and DC sides.

AC-DC converters play an important role in convert-
ing the AC grid voltages into DC voltage, which will ul-
timately be responsible for charging the battery packs.
Owing to its importance in EV charging, numerous con-
verter topologies are reported in the literature. Some of
the popular converter topologies are bidirectional AC/DC
converters, transformer rectifier units, passive rectifiers,
power factor correction with boost rectifiers and rectifiers.
However, these rectifier topologies are often incapable to
provide DC power at a high power factor (PF) together
low harmonic distortion. In addition, these topologies of-
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Nomenclature

∆Ii Percent ripple of AC current
∆ṽo,dc Percent ripple of the DC-link voltage
η Converter efficiency
µi Learning rate
ζ Sliding surface
C1,2 DC-link capacitors
dconv Duty cycle of the DC-DC converter
f Grid frequency
fsw Switching frequency
in Negative DC-link current
io Mid-point current
ip Positive DC-link current
I⋆bat Reference battery current
Lf Line inductance
P ⋆ Active power reference
Q⋆ Reactive power reference
Rf Series resistance at the AC-side
S Apparent power
Sip, Sio and Sin Positive, neutral and negative poles
uabc and iabc Grid voltages and currents
ug Grid line to line RMS voltage
vmo Mid-point voltage
vo,dc DC-link voltage
W1 and W2 ADALINE weight vectors
x a, b, c phases
iD(A,B,C)+ and
iD(A,B,C)−

Currents flowing through the upper
and lower diodes, respectively.

ADALINE Adaptive linear neuron

AFE Active front-end

BEV Battery electric vehicle

CCS Code composed studio

DF Displacement power factor

DF Distortion factor

DSP Digital signal processor

EPLL Enhanced Phase-Locked Loop

EV Electric vehicle

GA Genetic algorithm

LG Line to line ground

LLG Line to ground

NN Neural network

PF Power factor

PI Proportional integral

PIL Processor in the loop

PLL Phase-locked loop

PR Proportional resonant

PSO Particle swarm optimization

SMC Sliding-mode control

THD Total harmonic distortion

V1G Unidirectional controlled charging

V2G Vehicle-to-grid

V2H/B Vehicle-to-home/-building

VR Vienna rectifier

ten have large size and can be quite heavy. Out of the var-
ious topologies reported in the literature, the three-phase
three-level Vienna rectifier (VR) has become very popular
in recent times. Even numerous commercial power semi-
conductor manufacturers also provide reference designs for
this topology, which indicates the popularity of this topol-
ogy for industrial applications as well. This topology is
relatively simple and requires six switches (IGBT or MOS-
FET) and six diodes. Thanks to the three-level operation,
the voltage stress across each diode and switch are vdc/2,
where vdc is the DC-link voltage. The VR is fed by the
AC grid. As such, grid voltage issues like unbalanced and
distorted grid greatly affect the performance of this recti-
fier. To mitigate the effect of grid voltage and load-side
disturbances, an effective control strategy is needed that
can not only improve the power quality but also has a fast

and robust response to any change and/or disturbances.
Authors in [13] proposed the application of disturbance

observer and PLL for high-perfrmance control of EV charg-
ing station. PLL-based solutions can often under perform
in a weak grid due to PLL limitations. Moreover, as high-
lighted in [14], conventional disturbance observer can be
sensitive to measurement noise. In [15], an extended state
observer is used for the estimation of load currents for
control of the VR. In [16], a second-order generalized inte-
grator frequency-locked loop based controller is proposed
for the VR. This controller can handle unbalanced and
distorted grid voltage; however, the overall control struc-
ture is linear and non-adaptive. As such, there is scope to
improve the robustness and response time. In [17], a syn-
chronous reference frame current controller is proposed for
the VR. However, this controller does not take into account
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the effects caused by an unbalanced grid. Similar approach
has been considered in [18]. The presence of PLL makes
this controller sensitive to weak grid. Moreover, no val-
idation results are presented for unbalanced grid. It is
well known that unbalanced grid voltage causes ripple in
the DC-Link capacitor, resulting in energy loss and reduc-
tion of capacitor lifetime. Detailed stability analysis of
synchronous reference frame control method for the VR
has been conducted in [19]. A voltage sensor-less control
scheme for the active rectifier has been proposed in [20].
In this method, accurate value of the per-phase inductor
is required. Aging of inductor causes it’s value to change.
As such, inaccurate sensing is inevitable in the long run,
thereby causing large steady-state error. A generalized
Clarke transformation-based synchronous reference frame
control method is proposed in [21]. In this approach, three
orthogonal signal generator PLLs are used. This can be
computationally expensive for real-time implementation.

In [22], a modified proportional resonant controller is
proposed to reduce the current total harmonic distortion
(THD). The controller proposed in [22] is applied in the
natural frame. So, one controller for each phase is re-
quired. In addition, five parallel compensators are applied
per-phase to effectively eliminate the harmonics up to 13th-
order. As such, the overall control solution is very com-
putationally complex. In [23], a phase-locked loop (PLL)
based model predictive control method has been applied
to the VR. Despite possessing some excellent characteris-
tics, this controller is not designed for an unbalanced grid
operation. An extension of this work has been presented
in [24] for unbalanced DC-link voltage. Although this im-
proves the neutral-point voltage ripple, however, uncer-
tainty in the system parameter value increases the overall
total harmonic distortion, which not preferable.

An active disturbance rejection DC-link voltage con-
troller together with a model predictive current controller
is proposed in [25]. Model predictive controller requires an
accurate model of the plant. System parameters typically
change due to aging. As such, this controller may face dif-
ficulty in the long run if there is a significant parameter
mismatch. A computationally efficient model predictive
controller is proposed in [26] which depends on the PLL.
In a weak grid, PLL-based operation can be problematic.
In [27], a deadbeat predictive controller is proposed for the
current control of the VR; however, this controller requires
an accurate value of the system inductor. Large parameter
variation may introduce significant steady-state error. An
enhanced PLL (EPLL)-based control strategy for the VR
is proposed in [28]. Due to the lack of gain-normalization
term in EPLL, it has a slow convergence when there is a
voltage sag. This can make the system slowly responsive
in the presence of sudden voltage sag. In [29], a rule-
based current control method is proposed for PWM con-
trolled rectifiers. The lack of an actual feedback regulator
may make the system vulnerable to parameter variations
and/or disturbances.

A three-layer model-predictive based controller is pro-

posed in [30] to reduce the current ripple and distortion
and to provide neutral voltage balance. However, this con-
troller is computationally complex and requires a lot of in-
formation and mathematical computations. Besides, con-
ventional reference current calculation method has been
used for AC current control, which does not achieve good
performance under grid disturbances. Computational com-
plexity can be limiting factor for the low-cost system based
embedded implementation. An online identification-based
control strategy for PWM controlled rectifiers is proposed
in [31]. However, this approach requires the implemen-
tation of filtering methods such as cascaded delayed sig-
nal cancellation and second-order generalized integrator.
Real-time implementation of these filters can be compli-
cated as numerous filters are used. In [32], an improved
sliding mode control technique with artificial neural network-
based uncertainty estimation has been proposed for the
VR. This controller requires numerous parameter to tune.
Moreover, very limited validation results are presented. A
similar discontinuous control approach has been presented
in [33]. An improved PWM method for the VR with LCL-
filter has been proposed in [34].

A key issue that makes the operation of VR in unbal-
anced grid challenging is the appearance of double the fun-
damental frequency ripples or oscillations in the DC-link.
These ripples or oscillations propagate to the rest of the
system and deteriorate the power quality and also reduce
the lifetime of the capacitor. Moreover, to address the rip-
ples, a large value capacitor is also required which increases
the cost and loss, thereby reducing the efficiency. In [13],
the reference calculation is based on using PLL. As such,
filtering is unavoidable. Moreover, complex algebra is also
used to calculate the reference. The study reported in [16]
proposed the application of the adaptive filtering-based
grid-synchronization method for unbalanced grid induced
oscillation-free reference current generation. A similar ap-
proach has been considered in [28], however, here enhanced
PLL is used as the grid-synchronization method. In [29], a
quarter-delayed based compensation power reference gen-
eration method is considered by employing complex signal
transformation. In [35], a proportional-resonant controller
is used with two times the grid frequency being considered
as the resonant frequency. This controller is used in the
DC-link to mitigate the negative effect of voltage ripple.

In this paper, a comprehensive control solution is pro-
posed for the VR converter operating in an unbalanced
and distorted grid to improve the performance of the VR
converter for the EV charging stations. To mitigate the
effect of an unbalanced and distorted grid, a simple ref-
erence current calculation based on the sliding-mode con-
trol (SMC) and adaptive linear neuron (ADALINE) pro-
portional resonant (PR) control is proposed that doesn’t
require any complex filtering, mathematical transforma-
tion and PLL. To generate the active power reference, a
SMC strategy is applied for the DC-link voltage regula-
tion. Finally, the ADALINE PR control is applied for the
current regulation and to generate the switching pulses for
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Figure 1: Topology of the considered EV charging system.

the VR converter. Unlike conventional PR, the proposed
ADALINE PR control uses a real-time adaptation of the
proportional and resonant gains through the ADALINE
method. Integration of the ADALINE with PR makes the
overall current controller very fast responsive. Besides,
the active power, DC-link voltage, battery charging cur-
rent, the DC-line current and load current are protected
from second order harmonic ripples against various grid
disturbances. In addition to these, the proposed control
algorithm is able to successfully compensate the imbal-
anced and distorted currents caused by the non-linear load.
The detailed mathematical analyses for the derivation of
second-order harmonic voltage expressions in the DC-link
and online tuning of the proportional and resonant gains
with the ADALINE are provided.

In summary, compared to the previous studies, the
proposed control algorithm achieves quite superior char-
acteristics and performance in terms of, fast dynamic re-
sponse, lower ripples in the active power, the DC-link volt-
age and battery current, reducing algorithm complexity,
and lower THD of the line currents as well as providing
near unity PF and lower computational burden. A new
current regulation control, called ADALINE PR control
has been proposed to regulate AC line currents instead
of the conventional PR, PI control and any other stan-
dard controllers while the SMC has been employed for the
DC-link voltage regulation. Another contribution of this
paper is to generate reference line current to overcome dis-
turbances at the AC-side and DC-side without sequence

extraction. Comprehensive evaluation tests such as unbal-
anced and distorted grid conditions, unbalanced DC-link,
and a stepped change in the DC-link voltage and DC load
have been performed based on the DSP based PSIM-PIL
semi-experiment set up to verify the effectiveness and fea-
sibility of the proposed control algorithm.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Sec. 2
gives an overview of the considered EV charging system,
Sec. 3 presents in detail the proposed control method,
results are discussed in Sec. 4, and finally, Sec. 5 concludes
this paper.

2. The structure of the EV Charging System

In this paper, a three-phase VR converter is adopted
in the EVs charging system as depicted in Fig. 1, to fulfill
slow and fast charging demands in various electric grid con-
ditions [36]. The topology of the VR consists of six diodes
and three bidirectional switching units (Sa, Sb and Sc). The
AC side of the VR is tied to the AC grid, and the DC side
is tied to the battery electric vehicle (BEV) and electronic
load. In Fig. 1, uabc and iabc are grid phase voltages and
currents, +vdc and −vdc represent the upper and lower
DC-link capacitor voltages and Rf and Lf denote equiva-
lent series resistance and the filter inductance, respectively.
The three bidirectional switching units can represent the
VR states as:
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Sx =


0

1

−1

Sx ON, Sxp = 0, Sx0 = 1, Sxn = 0

Sx ON ix>0, Sxp = 1, Sx0 = 1, Sxn = 0

Sx OFFix > 0, Sxp = 0, Sx0 = 0, Sxn = 1

(1)
where x = a, b, c are the individual phases. The switch
function Sx is divided into three single-pole as Sip, Sio and
Sin. The DC-link voltage of the VR, vo,dc is separated
by two voltages as vc,1 and vc,2 as described in Fig. 1.
The control algorithms should provide the balance DC-link
voltage to decrease the voltage stress across the switches
[25, 28, 30]. The dynamic states of the AC-side and DC-
side can be written depending on the operation principle
of the VR as:


ux = Rf ix + Lf

dix
dt + vxo + vON

C1
dvc,1
dt = Sapia + Sbpib + Scpic − io,dc

C2
dvc,2
dt = −Sania − Sbnib − Scnic − io,dc

(2)

where io,dc denotes the DC-link current. The output x-
phase voltage (referred to as mid-point o) vxo can be ex-
pressed based on the switching states and AC supply cur-
rent as follows:

vxo = (1− Sx)

(
sign (ix) + 1

2
vc,1 +

sign (ix)− 1

2
vc,2

)
(3)

The relationship between DC side mid-point and AC side
voltage neutral point voltage is represented by eq. (4) [26]:

vON = −1

3

 ∑
x=a,b,c

Sxpvc,1 −
∑

x=a,b,c

Sxnvc,2

 (4)

The relationship between the neutral point of AC supply
and the voltage at the rectifier diode clamp point can be
expressed by eq. (5) according to the circuit knowledge
[25]:

vxN = vxo + vON ,

=

Sx − 1

3

∑
x=a,b,c

Sxp

 vc,1+−Sxn +
1

3

∑
x=a,b,c

Sxn

 vc,2 (5)

From eq. (1), the state-space equations for the AC and
DC sides of the VR are given in the stationary reference
frame (α− β) for analysis of the resonant control as:

eαβ = Rf iαβ + Lf
diαβ

dt + vαβ
C1

dvc,1
dt = Sαpiα + Sβpiβ − io,dc

C2
dvc,2

dt = −Sαniα − Sβniβ − io,dc

(6)

Based on the Kirchhoff’s current law, the currents flowing
the positive DC-link (ip) and the negative DC-link (in) are
defined by eq. (7) [22]:

ip = iDA+ + iDB+ + iDC+

in = iDA− + iDB− + iDC− (7)

where iD(A,B,C)+ and iD(A,B,C)− represent the currents
flowing through the upper and lower diodes, respectively.
The currents via the top and bottom diodes of positive and
negative current polarities are expressed depending on the
switching states and source currents as [22]:

iD(A,B,C)+ = (1− Sx) ix, ix > 0

iD(A,B,C)− = − (1− Sx) ix, ix < 0 (8)

According to the switching states and source currents, the
DC-link currents and mid-point current are expressed by
eq. (9) and eq. (10) as:

ip + in =
∑

x=a,b,c

(1− Sx) sign (ix) ix (9)

io =
∑

x=a,b,c

Sxix (10)

where io is mid-point current. Considering balanced DC-
link voltage, the DC-link capacitances, C1 and C2 are sup-
posed to be equal, i.e., C1 = C2 = C. The mid-point volt-
age vmo of the VR can be given based on the upper and
lower DC capacitor voltages [23]. The dynamic equation
of the mid-point voltage is given as follows:

C
dvmo

dt
= C

d (vc,1 − vc,2)

dt
= −io (11)

3. The Proposed Control Scheme

In this section, the proposed control algorithm is sep-
arated into four major blocks for the VR: i) sliding mode
control for the DC-link voltage regulation, ii) ADALINE
PR current control loop, iii) battery current control, and
iv) reference current generation for compensation of the
active power ripple and the DC-link voltage and current
ripples.

3.1. Sliding mode control for DC-link voltage regulation
The DC-link voltage control performs an important

role in ensuring the fast dynamic performance of the VR. A
fast responsive and robust control method for the DC-link
voltage can make the response of the system less sensi-
tive to changes in system parameters and load-side and/or
source-side (i.e. grid voltage) change [37]. In this study,
a SMC method is applied for the fast and robust regula-
tion of the DC-link voltage of the VR. This controller acts
as the outer-loop controller and its focus is to reduce the
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voltage ripple in the DC-link capacitor, which contributes
to reducing the size and cost of the capacitor. Moreover, a
reduction in capacitor size also contributes to lowering the
loss, thereby increasing the overall efficiency of the system.
As the DC-link controller is used in the outer loop, it’s job
is to generate the reference power which will then be used
by the current controller for the generation of switching
pulses.

The relationship between AC side active power and DC
side power can be obtained with multiply both sides of eq.
(6) as follows:

vo,dc
(Sαp − Sαn) iα + (Sβp − Sβn) iβ

2
=

C

2

vo,dcdvo,dc
dt

+ vo,dcio,dc (12)

While the right side of eq. (12) represents the sum of the
capacitor and the load powers, the left side of eq. (12)
is the link between the AC and the DC sides. Neglecting
power loss, the active power consumed on the DC side
(Po,dc) is equivalent to the active power supplied on the
AC side (Pi,ac).

Pi,ac = Po,dc =
C

2

vo,dcdvo,dc
dt

+ vo,dcio,dc (13)

After rearranging the expression of eq. (13), the output
powerPo,dc can be given by eq. (14) [16, 31]:

pi,ac = po,dc =
1

4

dv2o,dc
dt

+
v2o,dc
R

(14)

where R denotes load at the DC-side. The active power
including power ripples at the DC-side can be expressed
by eq. (15). A detailed analysis of the power ripples is
given in Section 3.2.

Po,dc = po,dc + pc2 cos (2ωt) + ps2 sin (2ωt)

= po,dc + p2ω cos (2ωt− φ) (15)

where

P2ω =
√
p2c2 + p2s2, φ = tan−1 (ps2/pc2) (16)

The DC-link voltage can be computed by inserting eq. (15)
and eq. (16) into eq. (14) as follows:

v2o,dc (t) = K exp

(
−4t

RC

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Transient

Rpo,dc︸ ︷︷ ︸
Constant

2RP2ω√
(ωRC)

2
+ 4

cos

{
2ωt− φ− tan−1

(
ωRC

2

)}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

2nd harmonic (2ω)

(17)

The expression of eq. (17) comprises of a constant DC
term, a transient term and second-order harmonic term.
By ignoring the transient response and taking into consid-
eration only the steady-state, it is obvious that the active
power ripples are reflected as ripples in the DC-link volt-
age.

The SMC takes the DC side voltage of the VR as the
active power reference value P ⋆, while the reactive power
reference value has been taken as a constant 0. To develop
the sliding-mode voltage controller, the DC-link voltage
regulation error ∆ṽo,dc is considered as a state variable
and given by eq. (18):

ζ1 = ∆ṽo,dc = v⋆o,dc − vo,dc (18)

where v⋆o,dc is the reference DC-link voltage. Derivative of
the first state variable, which is also the second state vari-
able is ζ2 = ζ̇1. For the DC-link dynamics, the following
proportional-derivative-type sliding-surface is considered:

σ (ζ) = η1ζ1 + η2ζ2 (19)

where ζ =
[
ζ1 ζ2

]T and the sliding surface tuning pa-
rameters are given by η1 and η2 which are both positive
constants. Then, depending on the polarity of the slid-
ing surface and state variables, the switching states are
calculated as [38]:

ξ1 =

{
1, σ (ζ) ζ1 > 0

−1, σ (ζ) ζ1 < 0
(20)

ξ2 =

{
1, σ (ζ) ζ2 > 0

−1, σ (ζ) ζ2 < 0
(21)

Using the switching states and the state variables, the out-
put of the DC-link voltage controller can be calculated as:

ξ = ζ1ξ1 + ζ2ξ2 (22)

The output of the sliding-mode controller can then be used
to generate the reference active power as:

P ⋆ = ξ2sign (ζ) (23)

where signum is the conventional signum function, i.e.,
sign (ξ) = ξ/|ξ|. Thanks to the considered proportional-
derivative-type sliding surface, the considered SMC can
be robust to disturbances. Moreover, the use of signum
function makes it suitable to eliminate the steady-state
error. To make the reference power smooth, a low cut-off
frequency low-pass filter is added as a trade-off between
fast dynamic response versus smooth response.

3.2. Reference current derivation for compensation of rip-
ples

One of the key aspect of the proposed control method
is to derive current references to ensure enhance dynamic
performance under unbalanced and harmonically distorted
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grid. In this paper, instead of separating complex positive
and negative sequences, coordinate transformations and
using PLL, the power compensation values are derived by
the grid voltage and current signals and their quadrature
signals obtained through quarter-delays.

Assuming that y is a variable in the stationary refer-
ence frame, its quadrature signals with 90◦ phase shift can
be given as follows [29, 39]:

y⊥ = y+αβ⊥ + y−αβ⊥ = −jy+αβ + jy−αβ (24)

The relationship between positive and negative sequences
and quadrature signals are given as follows:[

y
y⊥

]
=

[
1 1
−j j

] [
y+αβ
y−αβ

]
(25)

The inverse of eq. (25) is expressed by eq. (26):[
y+αβ
y−αβ

]
=

1

2

[
1 j
1 −j

] [
y
y⊥

]
(26)

Active and reactive powers with their ripples depending
on the quadrature signals are written by the grid voltage
and current in the following [39]:



p = 1
2 (iαuα + iβuβ + iα⊥uα⊥ + iβ⊥uβ⊥)

pc2 = 1
2 [m1 cos (2ωt) +m2 sin (2ωt)]

ps2 = 1
2 [m1 sin (2ωt)−m2 cos (2ωt)]

q = 1
2 (iαuβ − iβuα + iα⊥uβ⊥ − iβ⊥uα⊥)

pc2 = 1
2 [m3 cos (2ωt) +m4 sin (2ωt)]

ps2 = 1
2 [m3 sin (2ωt)−m4 cos (2ωt)]

(27)

where


m1 = iαuα + iβuβ − iα⊥uα⊥ − iβ⊥uβ⊥
m2 = iαuα⊥ + iβuβ⊥ + iα⊥uα + iβ⊥uβ

m3 = iαuα − iβuβ − iα⊥uα⊥ + iβ⊥uβ⊥
m4 = iαuβ⊥ − iβuα⊥ + iα⊥uβ − iβ⊥uα

(28)

Since the ripples in the DC-link voltage are concerned
with the ripples in the active power on the converter side,
the aim of the control algorithm can be theoretically demon-
strated. The derivation of the current reference for com-
pensation ripples in the active power can be expressed as
follows [27]: 

i∗α
i∗β
i∗α⊥
i∗β⊥

 =
P ⋆

∂p


uβ⊥
−uα⊥
−uβ

uα

 (29)

where ∂p = uαuβ⊥ − uβuα⊥ and ∂p ̸= 0 [27]. To mitigate
active power ripples, the control target should be provided
by (30): {

pcomp = 0 m1 = m2 = 0

qcomp = P ∗ uαuα⊥+uβuβ⊥
∂p

(30)

As given by eq. (31), another control target is to de-
rive current reference for mitigating ripples in the reactive
power to ensure stable operation:

i∗α
i∗β
i∗α⊥
i∗β⊥

 =
2P ⋆

∂q


uα

uβ

uα⊥
uβ⊥

 (31)

where ∂q = u2
α + u2

β + u2
α⊥ + u2

β⊥ and ∂q ̸= 0. Similarly,
the control target can be achieved by eq. (32) to reduce
reactive power ripples:{

pcomp = P ∗ u2
α+u2

β−u2
α⊥−u2

β⊥
∂q

qcomp = 0 m3 = m4 = 0
(32)

In literature, conventional reference current has commonly
been employed to control the input current of the con-
verter. However, it does not operate under unbalanced
DC-link, grid disturbances such as unbalanced and dis-
torted grid voltages, properly. The reference input cur-
rents are computed by Eq. (33) as follows [30]:

 i⋆a
i⋆b
i⋆c

 =
1

∂c

(
uα uβ

uβ −uα

)(
P ⋆

Q⋆

)
(αβ/abc) (33)

where ∂c = u2
α + u2

β .

3.3. ADALINE PR control for AC current regulation
In this study, stationary reference frame current con-

trol method, i.e., controlling the currents directly in the
αβ-frame is considered. Since the reference currents are
sinusoidal in the stationary reference frame, proportional-
resonant (PR) is often considered a suitable choice to en-
sure zero steady-state error instead of the conventional
proportional integral (PI) controller [40, 41]. The transfer
function of a continuous-time PR controller with damping
is given by [42]:

GPR (s) = GPR (s)

= κp + κr
2Ωcs

s2 + 2Ωcs+Ω2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gr(s)

(34)

where κp and κr are the proportional and resonant gains,
Ωc is the cut-off frequency and Ω is the resonant frequency.
Transfer function given by eq. (34) is in the continuous-
time and not suitable for real-time implementation in em-
bedded devices. So, discretization of the transfer func-
tion is necessary. In the literature, the Tustin method
is often recommended where the continuous-time opera-
tor s can be replaced by it’s digital equivalent as s =
Ts (z − 1) / (z + 1) with Ts being the sampling frequency
and the forward shift operator is denoted by z. In the
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discrete-time, the transfer function of the PR controller
with damping is given by:

GPR (z) =
n1

(
1− z−2

)
d0 + d1z−1 + d2z−2

(35)

where n1 = 4κrTsΩc, d0 = (TsΩ)
2
+ 4TsΩc + 4, d1 =

2 (TsΩ)
2 − 8, and d2 = (TsΩ)

2 − 4TsΩc + 4. For later use,
the discrete-time version of the resonant transfer function,
Gr(s) is also required. Tustin discretized resonant transfer
function is given by eq. (36):

Gr (z) =
(n1/κr)

(
1− z−2

)
d0 + d1z−1 + d2z−2

(36)

For fixed cut-off frequency, i.e., for fixed resonance width
of the filter, the expression of eq. (35) has two main tun-
ing parameters. They are the proportional gain κp and
the resonant gain κr. As suggested in [42], these gains
can be tuned by comparing the PR controller with the PI
controller in the synchronous reference frame, where ex-
plicit tuning rules are available for the PI controller. These
gains are typically obtained by considering the small-signal
model of the overall control system, which is obtained by
making several restrictive assumptions. As such, these
gains may not be the optimal ones. So, to overcome this
limitation, a real-time adaptation of the proportional and
resonant gain can be considered as a suitable solution.

In the literature, various intelligent techniques are con-
sidered for real-time adaptation of controller gains. Some
of these methods are genetic algorithm (GA) [43], parti-
cle swarm optimization (PSO) [44], firefly algorithm [45]
and neural network (NN) [46, 47]. In general, heuris-
tic optimization-based methods such as GA and PSO are
more suitable for offline tuning of the parameters. Meth-
ods like neural networks are more suitable for real-time
adaptation of control gains. However, conventional neural
networks are computationally complex due to the number
of hidden layers and other parameters. In this context,
ADALINE [48, 49] can be considered as a suitable choice.
The ADALINE is one of the earlier single-stage NN ar-
chitectures proposed in the literature. It has widely been
used for many power and energy applications [47, 50].

To develop ADALINE-based online tuning of propor-
tional and resonant gains, let us consider the inputs to
ADALINE as e1 and e2 where e1 = r − y is the tracking
error with r being the reference and y being the actual
output and e2 is the tracking error passing through the
resonant filter (i.e. second term in eq. (36) without the
resonant gain). The weights associated with e1 and e2
are defined as W1 and W2 with the weight vector being
W =

[
W1 W2

]T . These weights are the proportional
and resonant gains. Then, the synthesis of the PR con-
troller real-time gain adaptation is performed as follows:

x (k) =
W1 (k) e1 (k) +W2 (k) e2 (k)

|W1(k)|+ |W2(k)|
(37)

u (k) = Umax
1− e−x(k)

1 + e−x(k)
(38)

where k is the time index and eq. (38) restricts the maxi-
mum control magnitude through Umax, which is the max-
imum allowable control amplitude. By using the least-
mean square method, the control weights, W1 and W2 can
be updated using the following update law:

Wi (k + 1) = W1 (k) + µie (k)u (k) ei (k) (39)

where i = {1, 2} and µi are the learning rate. Thanks to
the real-time adaptation of the weights through eq. (39),
the control parameters are updated in a self-learning man-
ner where the large error will speed up the learning pro-
cess. This is particularly important when disturbances oc-
cur such as a sudden change in grid voltage and/or load.

3.4. Design of parameters of the VR converter
The line inductance Lf and DC-link capacitor C1,2 can

be chosen as large as possible to eliminate the current and
the voltage ripples. However, the size and cost of the sys-
tem rise with the stringency of the specification. Assuming
having equal C1 = C2 values of the DC-link capacitors are
chosen based on the desired ripple magnitude of the DC-
link voltage, which is given as follows [51, 52]:

C1 = C2 = C >
Prate

2π∆ṽo,dcf
(40)

where Prate represents the rated power of the VR, ∆ṽo,dc
is the percentage ripple of the DC-link voltage and f is the
grid frequency. Line or filter inductance can be selected to
provide continuous line current to reduce the ripple and
lower the stress at the switching frequency, fsw [51, 52].
The value of filter inductance can be chosen as follows:

Lf >
ug

2∆IiPratefswη

(
1−

√
2ug

vo,dc

)
(41)

where ∆Ii denotes percentage ripple of the line current at
the AC side, ug and η symbolize grid voltage and efficiency,
respectively.

3.5. The proposed control structure
The structure of the proposed control algorithm, which

includes the DC-link voltage control loop, AC-current con-
trol loop, constant battery current control loop and switch-
ing signal generation process, is shown in Fig. 2. In
addition to the DC-link voltage control, the SMC based
outer voltage loop is employed to generate the reference
active power, which is used by the current controller (see
Fig. 2a). For unity PF, reactive power Q∗ is selected as
zero. As depicted in Fig. 2b, the ADALINE PR with on-
line tuned proportional and resonant gains is proposed to
reduce current errors and track reference current signals
compared to the conventional PR control.
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Figure 2: The proposed control structure; a) the SMC for the DC-link voltage and active power generation, b) The ADALINE PR control
for the source currents, c) constant battery current control of the bidirectional DC-DC converter and d) switching signal generation process
for the VR.

A bidirectional DC/DC converter with its control is
employed to provide the stable constant battery current
without twice grid frequency or second-order harmonic rip-
ples in the power and DC voltage and current, and har-
monics during various disturbances at the AC and DC
sides (see Fig. 2c). The PI control is used for the constant
battery current [53]. Duty cycle of bidirectional switches
of the DC-DC converter, dconv can be expressed by eq.
(42):

dconv = (I⋆bat − Ibat)

(
k1 + k2

1

1− z−1

)
(42)

where I∗bat is chosen as the reference battery current and
Ibat denotes the actual battery current, k1 and k2 are the
proportional and integral gains of the PI control, respec-
tively.

4. Results And Discussions

In this section, PIL-based quasi real-time study is con-
sidered and the considered setup is shown in Fig. 3a. A
comparative study between the conventional control as de-
veloped in [22] and the proposed control algorithms has
been presented under critical cases consisting of dynamic
load change, DC-link voltage change, harmonic distorted
local loads, grid faults and harmonically distorted grid
voltage. Table 1 lists the parameter values of the power
circuit and the control algorithm.

Table 1: The key parameters for the proposed test system.

System Parameters Value

Utility
grid

Line-to-line source voltage (rms) 380V
Frequency 50Hz

Vienna
Rectifier

Switching Frequency 10kHz
Sampling Frequency 25kHz

Rated DC-link voltage 600V
DC-link capacitors, C1 and C2 470µF

Filter inductor (Lf ) 2.5mH,
Filter resistor (Rf ) 0.5mΩ
Fault impedance Zf 0.01Ω

DC-link load 15− 30Ω

SMC η1 and η2 10, 0.01
ωc 20Hz

Battery
Control k1 and k2 5, 0.01

4.1. DSP based PIL quasi-real-time results
The performance of the conventional and proposed con-

trol algorithm is examined using digital signal processor
(DSP) TMS320F28335 within a processor in the loop (PIL)
setting in PSIM software environment under different op-
erating conditions as depicted in Fig. 3b. TMS320F28335
DSP control card is employed for running the control algo-
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Figure 3: Setup for performance verification under various case studies, a) schematic diagram of the test system, b) the switching signals
generation process based on the digital control algorithm and c) DSP based PIL test platform.

rithm part while the power circuit comprising the VR, DC-
DC converter, battery, local loads and the utility grid runs
in PSIM software environment. The generated C-code by
the proposed digital control algorithm is connected to code
composed studio (CCS) and executed by CCS. The major
procedure of the implementation is such that the power
system part is directly connected to the PSIM platform
while the control algorithm part is loaded and operated
into the DSP board through USB/JTAG, at the same time.
The photo of the DSP based PSIM-PIL test platform in-
cluding host PC and Texas Instruments C2000 F28335 is
displayed in Fig. 3c. In the following, various case studies
are considered. Detailed analysis are presented to examine
the performance of the proposed control algorithm.

The steady-state responses of both control algorithms
under stepped change in the DC-link voltage and DC load
are shown in Fig. 4. The reference DC-link voltage has
been suddenly increased at t = 0.15 sec. and decreased
at t = 0.2 sec. The proposed control algorithm ensures
better performance in contrast to the conventional control
reported in [22]. As observed in Fig. 4a and 4b, while
conventional control tracks the reference DC-link voltage
within 30 msec. and 35 msec., the proposed control al-
gorithm achieves effective tracking of the DC-link voltage
reference within 20 msec. and 25 msec., respectively. Also,
as displayed at the bottom of Fig. 4b, similar performance
can also be observed for the DC-line current and DC-link
power.

As depicted in Fig. 4c and 4d, the dynamic responses
of both control algorithms are tested under a step change
in the DC load. Here, the DC load has been increased at
t = 0.15 sec. and decreased at t = 20 sec. The waveforms
of the DC-link voltage, current and power for the conven-

tional and the proposed algorithm are depicted in Fig. 4c
and 4d. The proposed control provides a fast response for
the DC-link voltage, DC-line current and DC-link power
with 20 msec. and 30 msec. under increased and de-
creased DC load while the conventional control has a less
stable and slower response. The proposed control achieves
strong robustness against step change in the load. Also,
the phase currents have reached the steady-state earlier
with a smooth transient response.

In this scenario, phase b and c voltages experienced
35% voltage drop due to the line to line ground (LLG)
grid faults. As observed in Fig. 5a, with the conven-
tional control, three-phase currents of the utility grid have
been severely distorted, having a THD of nearly 15%. The
DC-link voltage, battery current and DC-link power have
double-frequency ripples. On the other hand, as clearly
observed in Fig. 5b, the proposed control achieves nearly
sinusoidal three-phase currents signals with a lower THD
value (2.0%) as well as ensures pure DC battery discharg-
ing/charging without the double-frequency harmonic rip-
ples under grid fault conditions. At the LLG grid fault
conditions, the conventional control have an outstandingly
steady-state error and ripples, i.e, ∆ṽo,dc = 75V (12.5,
∆Io,dc = 6A (15%), while the proposed control provides
higher performance with better voltage and current regu-
lation, i.e, ∆ṽo,dc = 6V (0.83, ∆Io,dc = 0.7A (1.75%).

This scenario examines a critical condition under har-
monically distorted grid voltages as displayed in Fig. 6
where 5th, 7th, and 11th harmonic components are injected
into the balanced grid voltages at t = 0.15 sec. It is clearly
shown in Fig. 6a that the grid phase currents have signif-
icant harmonic contents with a THD of 17% in the case
of conventional control method. In contrast, in the case
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Figure 4: Performance evaluation of; a) conventional and b) proposed control algorithms under a stepped change in the DC-link voltage; c)
conventional and d) proposed control algorithms under a stepped change in the DC load.11



Figure 5: Performance comparison of a) conventional and b) proposed control algorithm under LLG grid fault condition.

Figure 6: Performance comparison of a) conventional and b) proposed control algorithm under harmonically distorted grid conditions.
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of proposed control, the THD of phase currents are nearly
2%, which is considerably lower than that of the conven-
tional control (see Fig. 6b). Compared to the conventional
control, the double-frequency harmonic ripples and fluctu-
ations have been protected by the proposed control at the
DC-link voltage, battery charging current, DC-line cur-
rent and load current signals. Besides, with the proposed
control, the battery current has been protected against
the unbalanced and distorted grid voltage and oscillations
and transient fluctuations. Under distorted grid condi-
tion, the conventional control exhibits unacceptable per-
formance on the voltage and current regulation as depicted
in Fig. 6a. i.e, ∆ṽo,dc = 34V (5.67, ∆Io,dc = 4A (6.67%),
∆IR = 3A (10%) and ∆IR = 2A (6.67%). The better
performance of the proposed control with lower voltage
and current ripples is exhibited in Fig. 6b. i.e, ∆ṽo,dc =
5V (5.67, ∆Io,dc = 0.6A (1.0%), ∆IR = 0.7A (2.3%) and
∆IR = 0.5A (1.67%).

Results in Fig. 7 presents a special scenario where har-
monic currents from the local nonlinear load is impacting
the power quality. Moreover, a step change in DC load
and line to ground (LG) grid fault condition are also con-
sidered. Three types of support are being provided by
the proposed control algorithm of the EV charging sta-
tion: i) protection of the DC-link voltage, battery charg-
ing current, DC-line current and load current from double-
frequency ripples, ii) compensating harmonic currents for
the local nonlinear loads and iii) eliminating harmonics of
three-phase grid currents caused by the LG grid faults.
As depicted at the bottom of Fig. 7a and 7b, the second-
order harmonic ripples of the battery charging current are
effectively reduced compared to the conventional control.
Besides, the grid phase current harmonics are notably mit-
igated to provide a THD of about 1 − 2% while the har-
monics of the conventional control are very high at around
15%. The proposed control algorithm achieves better per-
formance with enhanced voltage and current regulation,
and harmonic distortion reduction.

Results presented in Fig. 8 shows the impact of the
grid voltage harmonic under unbalanced DC-links. The
same harmonic components applied in the case study of
Fig. 6 are injected into the utility grid in this case as well.
Unbalanced DC-links commonly happen when a VR is em-
ployed as a charger for series-tied battery packs. Since the
DC-link voltage reference is 600V, the voltage references
are 400V and 200V for C1 and C2, respectively to create
unbalanced DC-links. The oscillations in the DC-link volt-
age, DC-link current and battery current using the conven-
tional control are slightly larger than that of the proposed
control algorithm as shown in Fig. 8b. Numerical values
related to the oscillations are presented in Fig. 8a and 8b.
Under a balanced and distorted grid, the proposed con-
trol algorithm effectively suppresses the harmonics with a
THD value of 1% and 2.9% while the line current THD for
the conventional control are 5.1% and 7.5%, respectively.

4.2. Discussion and comparison
The THD, efficiency, cost, power density, PF and con-

trol circuit complexity are the important aspects of an EV
charger. The PF, which is a measure of the efficiency of an
electrical system, is significantly affected by distortion of
the current waveform. The impact of the THD is measured
by the distortion factor (DF) and the impact of the phase
displacement of the current first harmonic and the grid
voltage are measured by the displacement factor (DPF) or
cos (φ) [51, 54–56]. The PF is given by:

PF = DF × DPF =
1√

1 + (THDi/100)
2
cos (φ) (43)

where the DF is 1/

√
1 + (THDi/100)

2 and the DPF is
P/S or cos (φ) where S active and apparent power are
denoted bu P and S. There is a requirement to reduce
harmonic distortions in the EV charging stations. Accord-
ing to the eq. (43) and measured THD values of the con-
ventional and proposed control algorithms, the PF of the
proposed control is nearer to the desired unity factor com-
pared to the conventional control. The THD values of
17% and 2% for conventional and proposed control algo-
rithms provide a PF of 0.9759 and 0.9998, respectively. To
more intuitively indicate the variation of the source current
harmonics, harmonic spectrum analysis of both control al-
gorithms have been presented for grid phase currents as
depicted in Fig. 9. The individual harmonic components
and THD of the control algorithms are given for easy com-
parison between the conventional and the proposed con-
trol algorithms. As shown in the right of Fig. 9, in all
of the cases studied, the THD value of the supply current
has been reduced to nearly 2%, which completely complies
with the current quality (harmonic) requirements recom-
mended by IEEE-519/IEC 61000 standards.

In Table 2, the performance of the proposed control al-
gorithm is qualitatively compared with the existing meth-
ods available in the literature. The PI controller is com-
monly employed for the DC-link voltage control, but it is
difficult to operate in case of parameter variations, load
disturbances and nonlinearity. In the existing literature,
the gains of the PI, PR control, and PI resonance-sliding
mode (PIRSM) [57] have been obtained by utilizing sev-
eral restrictive assumptions, but these gains may not be
optimal. In the proposed control algorithm, a real-time
adaptation of the proportional and resonant gains are con-
sidered by using the ADALINE neural network. This
addresses the non-optimal gain selection issue faced by
the conventional control methods. Thanks to the adap-
tive gain, the proposed method can quickly recover when-
ever there is a change in the operating condition such as
harmonics, grid voltage sag, step change in the DC load
and/or the addition of local nonlinear loads. Compared
to the other control algorithms as reported in [13, 25,
26, 28], the proposed control has a simple control struc-
ture, doesn’t require any separation of positive-negative
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Figure 7: A comparative verification for a) conventional and b) proposed control algorithm under a stepped change in DC load and LG grid
fault condition.

Figure 8: The impact of the grid voltage harmonics under unbalanced DC-link; a) conventional and b) proposed control algorithm.
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Figure 9: The harmonic spectrum analysis of the control algorithms.

sequences and PLL is not needed under unbalance and dis-
torted grid conditions. This makes the proposed control
less sensitive to weak grid condition as no PLL is involved.
Moreover, by not using any sequence component separa-
tion method, the proposed technique avoid the use of addi-
tional filters, thereby reducing the computational complex-
ity in terms of number of tunbale gains and real-time im-
plementation. Besides, the harmonics of the source current
and ripples in the power and ripples in the DC-link voltage
and current are significantly reduced in contrast to studies
given in [13, 22, 26, 28, 58]. This has been made possi-
ble by the proposed reference current generation method
which changes the active and reactive power references ac-
cording to the grid conditions. In this work, SMC is em-
ployed to enhance the dynamic performance of the DC-link
voltage instead of the traditional PI control. In [25], lin-
ear auto disturbance rejection control (LADRC) has been
proposed, but its control structure is complex requiring se-
quence extraction and PLL. In addition, the harmonics of
the source current are high. Although sliding-mode con-
trollers are proposed for current control in [33], however,
the DC-link controller remains the conventional PI control.
Moreover, the proposed DC-link SMC is very simple to im-
plement unlike the SMC proposed in [33]. A current vector
oriented control is presented in [18] to reduce the THD of
the line current. Although a control algorithm with a sim-
ple structure is proposed in [18, 20], the conventional PI
controller is utilized for the DC-link voltage control along
with high slow dynamic response and high current har-
monics. Predictive controllers are becoming very popular
now-a-days for the VR. Predictive controllers reported in
[13, 25, 26, 30] mainly need a precise model of the plant
and system parameters typically change owing to aging.
This controller can also encounter difficulties with signif-
icant parameter mismatches. Furthermore, the predictive
control utilize a long horizon prediction to increases the
stability and to enhance performance of system, but the
use of longer-horizon estimations generally increases the
computational load of optimization algorithms as a direct
trade-off. In addition, parameter mismatch can signifi-
cantly increase the total harmonic distortion as shown in
[24], where 20% reduction in inductor values caused more

than 40% in the total harmonic distortion.
To sum up, the features and performance of the pro-

posed control algorithm are quite superior to those ac-
complished with state-of-the-art controls in terms of fast
dynamic response, lower ripples of the active power, the
DC-link voltage and current, reduced complexity of the
system, and the THD of the line currents as well as pro-
viding a near unity PF.

5. Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, a new control algorithm based on slid-
ing mode control and the adaptive linear neuron propor-
tional resonant is proposed for the grid interfaced Vienna
rectifier to improve the performance of the EV charging
stations subject to various disturbances in the source and
load side. With the proposed control, the calculation of
the power compensation has been designed to eliminate
current harmonics and reduce power ripples which leads
to significant reduction in the DC-link voltage ripples in
the unbalanced and distorted grid condition. The pro-
posed control algorithm effectively mitigates the distorted
currents, and ripples of the voltage and current to pro-
vide a stable DC-link voltage. Second-order harmonic volt-
age expressions in the DC-link are also derived to design
the DC-link capacitor in an effective way leading to re-
duce the size and cost of DC-link capacitors. Compared
to the existing studies and conventional control, the pro-
portional and resonant gains are online tuned by ADA-
LINE, and the SMC is employed for the DC-link volt-
age regulation instead of the PI control. The constant
and pure battery current during charging/discharging has
been provided against various disturbances in contrast to
the existing studies in the literature. Besides, a special
grid supported mode of the proposed control algorithm is
presented to successfully satisfy unbalanced and harmoni-
cally distorted currents caused by the local nonlinear load.
The comparative results reveal substantial enhancements
in terms of fast dynamic response with about 20 msec.
settling time and accurate control of the DC-link voltage,
sinusoidal and balanced source currents with nearly 2%
THD value under various disturbances at the AC and DC
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Table 2: Comparison of the proposed control algorithm with other existing studies.

Control
algorithm

DC-link
control

AC current
control

Dynamic
response

Source
current
THD

Power and
DC-link
ripple

Sequence
extraction

PLL Complexity

[13] PI Predictive Slow Low High Required Required Complex

[17] PI Voltage
vector

oriented

Slow High Medium Required Required Complex

[18] PI Current
vector

oriented

Slow Medium Medium Required Required Complex

[20] PI PI Slow High High Not
required

Not
required

Simple

[22] PI PR Slow High High Required Not
required

Simple

[24] PI Predictive Slow High High Required Not
required

Complex

[25] LADRC Predictive Fast High Low Required Required Complex

[26] PI Predictive Slow High High Required Required Complex

[28] PI PR Slow Medium High Required Required Complex

[30] PI Predictive Slow High Medium Not
required

Not
required

Complex

[32] PI PR Slow High Low Not
required

Not
required

Simple

[57] PI PIRSM Slow High Medium Required Not
required

Complex

[58] SMC DPC-SMC Fast High High Not
required

Not
required

Simple

Proposed SMC ADALINE
PR

Fast Very low Very low Not
required

Not
required

Simple

sides. While the proposed control algorithm achieves ap-
proximately 0.8% lower DC-link voltage ripples and 1.0%
lower DC-link current and battery current ripples, there
are quite large ripples in the DC-link voltage and current
with conventional control as reported in [22]. Compared
with other control algorithms, the proposed control algo-
rithm provides significant improvements in terms of lower
ripples of the active power; lower the DC-link voltage, and
battery current ripples, fast dynamic response, less com-
putational burden, and low line current harmonics and
near-unity PF. The comprehensive performance compari-
son of the proposed control algorithm is performed using
DSP based PIL quasi real-time setup under several oper-
ating conditions.

As a future work, the proposed control algorithm can
be implemented to other power electronic systems such
as modular multilevel converters, neutral point clamped
converters, active power filters, and adjustable speed and

motor drives. The proposed control algorithm can also
be utilized for any other rectifier topologies. The design
and implementation of an active front-end (AFE) rectifier
in wind turbine and telecom applications can be consid-
ered for power quality improvement. Besides, the high-
efficiency AFE rectifier based on the three-level Vienna
topology can be employed for various applications such as
aircraft electrical systems, industrial battery chargers and
equipment, where there are requirements of a low THD
and a very high PF.
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